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         Memoir 
 
   A Tribute to Unfinished Lives 

By Kenneth S. Murray 
 
 
On September 5th, 2010, our French guide, David, picked us up at the 
Chateau La Cheneviere Hotel. That first day we saw Utah Beach, then 
spent time at Point du-Hoc where President Reagan in 1984, the first 
serving president to visit Normandy in almost forty years, remembered 
our troops and their sacrifice by speaking to an audience that included 
the surviving members of the U. S. Army Rangers that scaled that cliff 
to take out a major German gun emplacement just hours prior to the 
invasion on June 6th, 1944. 

That afternoon we visited Omaha Beach. The expanse of it daunts 
the mind. Four miles long and at low tide 300 yards to the covering 
dune wall. Add thirty yards to that out into the ocean where allied 
landing craft dropped the front ramp to disgorge young soldiers into 
what became their own individual hell. 
 The Germans could not believe that the allies chose low tide to mount 
the invasion, but that choice exposed the steel traps, the poles with 
mines on top and hundreds of defensive emplacements buried there to 
stop our invading force.  

On a large split screen at the Caen War Museum a movie laid bare 
the horror of that morning. On the right half, captured German film 
showed giant cannon in thick concrete bunkers blasting at allied ships 
or landing craft. The film was shot so close to the action, we felt as if we 
were standing just behind the German soldiers as their machine guns 
rattled incessantly, pouring fire down on the beach.  

Simultaneously, the left half of the screen revealed the American 
soldiers falling by the hundreds while German fighter planes flying low 
along the beach strafed our troops. We watched them die in real time.        

The next morning we visited the German cemetery where small 
lollypop-shaped trees lined the raised berm at street front. We parked 
on a side road, a guide-known spot with a shorter walk to the small 
center memorial, where we witnessed a scene even David had not seen 
before. Two bus loads of Germans had gathered while a bugler played 
poignant music followed by a memorial speech in their language. We 
left them to their grief and wandered among the graves.  
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During the war thousands of soldiers from many nations were buried by 
the French in villages and towns across the land. The gravesites were 
dutifully marked, the German soldiers in black, Americans in white. 

At war’s end, all nations wanted to collect their dead. There were 
twenty six cemeteries in Normandy, eighteen British, five German, two 
U. S. and one Polish. Great Britain required that all their dead were to 
be buried in France and they accepted the dead of other nations, 
including Germans. U. S. citizens were given a choice, so sixty percent of 
our G.I.’s were brought home. 

The French insisted that all the German gravesites use only black 
stone, perhaps the final retribution, an eternal reminder to all who visit 
of Nazi villainy. As a result, the German cemeteries are dark and 
depressing. The German design of their crosses perhaps spoke volumes 
too. Each cross was small, by most standards, shaped exactly like the 
medal Adolph Hitler awarded to all his heroes and worn at the 
uniform’s throat. The famous Iron Cross.  

After lunch in a quaint seaside café, we arrived at the biggest 
military cemetery in Europe, governed by the American Battlefield 
Monument Commission. It was a truly bright sunny day, temperature 
about 70 degrees, clouds stirred a cool breeze off the English Channel. 
As we exited the parking lot we paused to look at the continuing cliffs 
and beach which border on Omaha. 

As we entered the grounds we began to see and feel the sheer beauty 
of this park, the muted red asphalt pathways, expertly edged, gave way 
on each side to soft verdant green manicured lawns and large stately 
pines mixed among hardwood trees, all free of dead or lower branches 
clipped off thirty feet up the trunk for unimpeded visitor viewing.  
We walked the winding footpath about 100 yards to the small museum 
that housed pictures and factoids that explained the invasion. It was all 
about competence, courage and sacrifice. 

The last wall before the exit was very touching, tough to read. Seven 
photographs, all young men, with a short printed story for each that 
described their heroism and the reason for the Congressional Medal of 
Honor awarded to each one posthumously. 
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We exited the museum, climbed several steps and then passed through 
more beautifully designed landscape. Suddenly we stepped out into a 
vast, flat cleared area where soon we witnessed the deathly beauty of 
almost 10,000 white Italian marble crosses aligned in perfect rows from 
any angle. 

We had entered the top left corner of this huge rectangular gravesite 
and we slowed mid-step to grasp the enormity of the scene. We 
continued across to the 200 foot wide sandstone staircase that rose to the 
memorial where a central statue paid tribute to soldiers who offered up 
their lives for world freedom.  

At the top on either side there was a three sided small open pavilion. 
Large tall columns supported a ceiling around which eloquent 
inscriptions praised their valor. On the back walls were stone maps in 
color that portrayed the beach invasions from an elevated viewpoint. 
We turned toward the steps again and for a few seconds the panorama; 
the very spectacle trapped us from stepping forward. 

We were centered above a gentle downward sloping of the massive 
gravesite, eyes swept across the rectangular reflection pool to the tallest 
twin flagpoles I’d ever seen where our stars and stripes fluttered above 
the first 5,000 white marble crosses that co-mingled in your vision to 
form a misty sea of brightly sun-lit sadness.  

There was a small circular chapel at mid-point after which the 
second sea of 4,400 more crosses were silent testimony to this field of 
honor. Once down and off the pathways, we wandered randomly 
through and among the crosses, stopping to read two or three, and then 
continuing on. All of them had similar markings; first line, the soldier’s 
name, second line, rank and unit, and third line, birth-state and date of 
death. 
Some died before D-day. Many of those were U. S. Army Air Force 
bombardiers, navigators and pilots who were lost in bombing runs over 
German installations in France or in Germany.  

Then we heard the sound, the distinctive growl, low at first, of 
powerful piston aircraft engines, getting louder each second. Into our 
vision came two single engine WWII fighter planes. They roared over us 
at about four hundred feet flying in formation. One out front. The 
second one above and back, just off the other pilot’s right wing tip.  
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Their skins shone like polished chrome in the early afternoon sun, 
impossible to make out insignia or origin. Once across the cemetery they 
banked in unison sharply right over the English Channel heading north, 
following the French coastline. 

David told us that in fourteen years of guiding people and hundreds 
of times in this cemetery, “I’ve never seen a sight like that before.” Our 
timing was incredibly perfect and something I’ll never forget. 
As we meandered further, a large side covered golf cart rolled down the 
wider central asphalt walkway. When I asked, the guide turned to me 
and said, “That’s a family who’ve come to visit their lost soldier.”  

The vehicle stopped at a designated row. Siblings of the soldier, their 
children and grandchildren stepped out of the cart and walked in across 
the green grass that was kept like a carpet, perhaps eighty graves or so, 
to a particular white cross, numbered on its side at ground level.  

Once there the relatives all knelt down, some touching or holding on 
to the arms of the cross. One relative remained standing and from our 
vantage point, some one hundred feet away, he appeared to be speaking, 
but his voice was not audible to us. 

David told me, “That’s really tough to witness. He’s probably 
reading a letter, a sixty-six year old letter from that soldier to his family. 
The young man’s last words.”  

Beth was ahead of us and I tried to call out and inform her. I paused, 
turned to our guide and said, “You tell her.” I couldn’t get the words 
out, my eyes misting up, throat thickening as I felt their sorrow. That’s 
when Beth lost it. When David walked over and told her. 

In a few more minutes we arrived at the little round chapel, tall 
columns supported the domed roof. A few short steps led us into a 
circular interior, no more than thirty feet in diameter. More 
inscriptions on the walls were dedicated to competence, courage and 
sacrifice, and a mural of faces stared down at us, painted on the ceiling. 

Then I glanced straight ahead. At first I couldn’t understand the 
presentation among the flags, emblems, and other memorabilia that 
seemed jumbled together at that one place in the chapel. Then it 
grasped me. A U. S. flag was partially draped over half a dark wooden 
coffin. I felt a giant fist squeeze my heart. That sight and the vision that 
over 9,000 coffins just like this one were buried all around me and here 
I stood among them, surrounded by so many young dead men triggered 
my emotions. 
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My eyes flooded, grief contorted my face. I reeled backwards twisting 
away from my own mind’s comprehension at the enormity of this loss. 
Quickly, almost blindly, I took the twenty paces to exit the chapel and 
start down the steps. A younger couple with older children was coming 
up. I shielded my face with my right hand, attempting to hide my 
sorrow and I jumped off the last two steps, away from them. I had to 
reach out and touch the building to keep my balance, stumbling left 
along the round exterior of the chapel, moving away from some other 
visitors who were walking on the asphalt pathways that crisscrossed the 
chapel area.  

Our knowing guide stayed away, leaving me in my solitude to grieve 
in peace. I walked aimlessly among their graves; their crosses a myriad 
of blurred white through tear filled eyes, gasping air through groans, 
hands at my sides, one holding a white handkerchief, now unashamed to 
show my emotion. 

Unless one has no soul or no heart, no one can walk through it 
unscathed, this memorable place of remarkable history. They talked to 
me, these dead. A hovering voice said, “We knew you’d come.” Another 
feint whisper, “Now you feel our gift.” 

My tears fell upon this hallowed soil, sobs echoing amongst their 
named white crosses. I gathered myself. I had to finish walking amidst 
these soldiers who had given everything. Because it had become clear to 
me. Now I understood the statement that visitors validate their sacrifice. 
This was my small tribute to so many unfinished lives.      

Kenneth S. Murray 
   
 
 
Thanks to Mr. Kenneth S. Murray to share his “Tribute to Unfinished Lives” with 
us… 
     
     
 
    


